CIRCULAR No. 17/7/09

Subject: Posting of details on award of tenders/contracts on websites.

The Commission vide circulars dated 16.03.2005, 28.07.2005 and 18.04.2007 had directed all organisations to post on their web-sites a summary, every month, containing details of all the contracts/purchases made above a threshold value (to be fixed by the organisations) covering atleast 60% of the value of the transactions every month to start with on a continuous basis. CVOs were required to monitor the progress and ensure that the requisite details were posted regularly on respective websites, and also to incorporate compliance status in their monthly report to the Commission.

2. On a review of the status of implementation by the organisations, it is observed that some organisations have not adhered to the instructions and implemented the same. Further, such information being posted on the websites are not being regularly updated on a continuous basis by certain organisations and, in some cases, the information published is disjointed and not as per the prescribed format laid down by the Commission. It is also seen that a few organisations have placed such information on restricted access through passwords to registered vendors/suppliers etc. which defeats the basic purpose of increasing transparency in administration.

3. The Commission, therefore, while retreating its aforementioned instructions would direct all organisations/departments to strictly adhere and post summary of details of contracts/purchases awarded so as to cover 75% of the value of the transactions without any further delay. Any failure on the part of the organisations on this account would be viewed seriously by the Commission.

4. All Chief Vigilance Officers should reflect the compliance status in their monthly reports to the Commission after personally verifying the same.

(Shalini Darbari)
Director

To
All Secretaries of Ministries/Departments
All CEOs /Heads of Organisations
All Chief Vigilance Officers